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Here Today,
Jobs of Tomorrow:
Opportunities in
Information Technology

by Carolyn M. Veneri

Now hiring: Computer engi-
neers. systems analysts. pro-
grammers, database adminis-
trators. computer support spe-
cialists, and other computer sci-
entists for lobs in technology
firms, government agencies.
corporate offices. and educa-
tional institutions. Requires:
strong technical skills, relevant
training, and experience, plus
associate. bachelor's, masters.
or doctoral degree.

omputer personnel want ads,
like the fictional one above, are plentiful
in nearly every newspaper across the
country. In some large cities, these high-
tech classifieds are so numerous they

Carolyn M. Veneri is an economist in the Office of
Employment Projections. BLS. (202) 606-5714.

garner their own section. Companies across
the Nation are scrambling for workers
with the requisite technical skills.

Some researchers warn of severe eco-
nomic implications for U.S. competitive-
ness if the trend continues. Reports by
groups such as the Information
Technology Association of America and
the U.S. Department of Commerce's
Office of Technology Policy identify
what they consider strong evidence of
the United States' inability to keep up
with the high demand for information
technology workers. As a result, highly
qualified personnel enjoy rising starting
salaries, multiple job offers, creative
recruiting efforts, and a hiring climate
that some have equated with a pro sports
draft.

There has been explosive growth in
the software and services industries.
Consequently, technology and nontechnol-
ogy companies alike are competing for
the same workers as businesses integrate
new technologies. Firms need skilled
computer professionals to maintain a
competitive edge and cost-efficient opera-
tions. In addition to describing who the
information technology field comprises,
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this article examines the labor market
and earnings prospects for trained work-
ers and how to prepare for one of these high-
tech careers. It also provides suggestions
for finding more information about
careers, education and training, and pro-
fessional development.

The Workers and Their Jobs
The Information Technology Association
of America has defined information tech-
nology as "the study, design, develop-
ment, implementation, support, or man-
agement of computer-based information
systems, particularly software applica-
tions and computer hardware."

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
uses different terminology to classify
occupations for this type of work. BLS
classifies professional and technical
computer-related occupations as computer
programmers, computer systems analysts,
computer engineers, database administra-
tors, computer support specialists. and all
other computer scientists. These occupa-
tions are described below.

Computer programmers. Computer
programmers write, test, and maintain
the detailed instructionscalled pro-



grams or softwarethat computers must
follow to perform their functions.
Programmers write these commands by
breaking down each step into a logical
series, converting specifications into
detailed flow charts for coding in a lan-
guage the computer understands.

The programming language might be a
conventional one, such as Cobol: an arti-
ficial intelligence one, such as Prolog; or
a more advanced function or object-oriented

one, such as C++ or Java. Programmers are
often identified by the programming lan-
guage they know, such as Java program-
mer, or by the type of environment they
usually work in, such as mainframe or
Internet programmer.

Programmers may also be grouped
into one of two programming types:
applications or systems. Applications
programmers usually focus on business,
engineering, or science. They write soft-
ware for jobs within an organization,
such as a program used for tracking
inventory, or they may revise existing
software. Systems programmers maintain
and control computer systems software.
These workers make changes as needed
in the computer's instructions for direct-
ing how networks, workstations, and
central processing units operate or com-
municate with other equipment such as
printers. Because of their knowledge of
the entire system, systems programmers
often help applications programmers
with troubleshooting.

Systems analysts. Systems analysts
study business, scientific, or engineering
data processing problems and use com-
puters to design solutions; business sys-
tems analysts, for example, work with
managers and users to solve computer
problems and meet the technology needs
of individual businesses. Other titles for
systems development workers include
systems developer and systems architect.
These workers may plan new computer

systems or apply an existing system's
resources to another operation. They
might design new systems, including
both software and hardwarethe com-
puter itself along with associated physi-
cal equipment. Or. they may add a single
software application to an existing system.

Software quality assurance analysts do
more in-depth testing of products. In
addition to running tests, these individu-
als may be involved in diagnosing prob-
lems, recommending solutions, or deter-
mining if program requirements have
been met.

In some organizations, workers called
programmer-analysts design and update
the software that runs a computer.
Because they are responsible for both
programming and systems analysis, these
workers must be proficient in both areas.

Computer engineers. These workers
design and develop new hardware and
software. Computer engineers often
work as part of a team that designs new
computing devices or related equipment,
systems, or software.

Hardware engineers usually design. devel-
op, and test computer hardware and supervise
productionfor example. assembly of com-
puter chips. Software engineers or soft-
ware developers develop software sys-
tems for control and automation in man-
ufacturing, business, and other areas.
They research, design. and test operating
system software, compilerssoftware
that converts programs for faster pro-
cessingand network distribution soft-
ware. Software engineers working in
applications development analyze users'
needs. They also design. create. and modi-
fy general computer applications software
or specialized utility programs. Some soft-
ware engineers develop both packaged
and systems software or create customized
software applications for clients.

Database administrators, computer
support specialists, and all other com-

puler scientists. Within the BLS classifi-
cation system, the occupational title of
computer scientist applies to a wide
range of professionals with varying edu-
cation and training backgrounds. BLS
draws together any other workers who
design computers or the software that
runs them, develop technology, and cre-
ate new uses for computers. This group
includes database administrators, com-
puter support specialists, and all other
computer scientists.

Some of these professionals work on
multidisciplinary projects, such as
developing and advancing uses of virtu-
al reality in robotics, while others devel-
op specialized languages or program-
ming tools. They conduct research and
develop solutions to hardware and soft-
ware problems.

Database administrators set up com-
puter databases and test and coordinate
changes to them. Database administra-
tors also determine ways to organize
and store data. They may also be
responsible for planning, coordinating.
and implementing data security mea-
sures.

Computer support specialists provide
technical assistance, support, and advice
to customers and users. This group of
occupations includes workers with a
variety of titles. such as technical sup-
port specialists, help desk technicians,
and customer service representatives.
These are the troubleshooters responsible
for interpreting problems and providing
technical support. They answer phone
calls, use automated diagnostic pro-
grams. and resolve recurrent problems.
Support specialists may work within an
organization or directly for a computer
or software vendor. Many work as con-
tractors, providing customer assistance
for help-desk or support services firms.

Other computer scientists include
workers who specialize in a particular



Table 1
Employment projections, 1996-2006

Occupation

Emp oyment

Number
(thousands)

Projected change,
1996-2006

1996 2006,
projected

Number
(thousands)

Percent

Total, all occupations 132,353 150,927 18,574 14

Database administrators, computer support
specialists, and all other computer
scientists 212 461 249 118

Computer engineers 216 451 235 109

Systems analysts 506 1,025 520 103

Computer programmers 568 697 129 23

type of systems analysis, application, or
design. Network or computer systems
administrators, or network specialists,
for example, design, install, and support
an organization's local area network
(LAN), wide area network (WAN), net-
work segment, or Internet system. They
maintain network hardware and soft-
ware, analyze problems, and monitor the
network to ensure availability to system
users. Administrators also may plan,
coordinate, and implement network secu-
rity measures. In some organizations,
computer security specialists may be
responsible for the organization's infor-
mation security.

Growth of the Internet and expansion
of the World Wide Web, the graphical
portion of the Internet, have generated a
variety of occupations relating to design,
development, and maintenance of Web
sites and their servers. For example,
webmasters are responsible for all tech-
nical aspects of the Web site, including
performance issues such as speed of
access, and for approving site content.
Web developers, also called Web design-

ers, are responsible for day-to-day site
design and creation.

Network and data communications
analystsalso known as network engi-
neers, network technicians, or Internet
developersdesign, test, and evaluate
network systems such as LAN, WAN,
Internet, and other data communications
systems. These specialists perform mod-
eling, analysis, and planning; they may
also research related products and make
hardware and software recommenda-
tions. Telecommunications specialists
focus on the interaction between comput-
er and communications equipment.

Job tasks and occupational titles in the
computer field evolve rapidly. Changing
titles reflect new areas of specialization
or changes in technology, as well as
employer preferences. Many narrow spe-
cializations exist, and individuals who
work on a contract or consulting basis
may be referred to simply as computer
specialists or consultants.

The Labor Market
Overall employment of computer scien-
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tists, engineers, systems analysts and
programmers is more than double what it
was in 1983. However, employment has
not grown at the same rate for all com-
puter-related occupations. Employment
has increased dramatically for computer
engineers, scientists, and systems ana-
lysts, while employment of computer
programmers has been relatively flat.

There are two reasons for the faster
rate of growth for the first group. The
first is that many of these jobs are highly
sophisticated; the other is that all new
and emerging computer-related occupa-
tions are usually lumped there.

The flattening trend in employment of
computer programmers, on the other
hand, may be a result of the occupation's
narrow definition and worker displace-
ment by technology. Employment
growth of programmers has been moder-
ated by consolidation of systems and
applications, developments in packaged
software, advanced programming lan-
guages and tools, and the growing num-
ber of users who design, write, and
implement more of their own programs.



Chart 1
Total job openings due to growth and net replacements,

1996-2006 (projected)

Systems

analysts
Computer

programmers
Data base administrators,

computer support specialists,
and all other computer scientists

flOpenings
due to Openings

net replacements due to growth

Computer engineers

Future demand. Database administra-
tors, computer support specialists, and all
other computer scientists, computer engi-
neers, and systems analysts are projected
to be the fastest growing occupations
between 1996 and 2006, and job open-
ings should be plentiful. (See table 1.)
New growth areas usually arise from the
development of new technologies. The
expanding use of Internet technologies
by businesses, for example, has resulted
in a growing demand for skilled profes-
sionals to develop and support Internet
and World Wide Web applications. As
the amount of computing power increas-
es and the price of technology continues
to fall, organizations will seek help from
specialists for their computing needs.

Employment of computer program-
mers is also projected to grow faster than
the average for all occupations but much
more slowly than that of other computer
professionals. Many of the reasons for
faster than average growth are the same
as those cited above. Despite numerous
openings for computer programmers
between 1996 and 2006, the consolida-
tion of systems and applications should
continue to moderate growth, as will
developments in packaged software, pro-
gramming languages and tools, and the
design and implementation abilities of
users.

The proportion of computer scientists,
computer engineers, systems analysts,
and computer programmers who are self-
employed has been rising along with the
demand for technical expertise. In 1996,
there were about 78,000 self-employed
computer scientists, engineers, systems
analysts, and programmers. By the year
2006, this number is projected to grow to
about 131,000, an increase of over 60
percent. Much of this growth is the result
of an increasing demand for specialized
technical expertise.

In addition to new jobs created by



Table 2
Percent distribution of workers, by highest level of education completed, 1997

Educational level

Occupational distribution

Total, computer-
related

occupations

Computer
systems analysts

and scientists
Computer

programmers

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

High school graduate or equivalent or less 7.0 5.3 10.2

Some college, no degree 16.0 14.1 19.6

Associate degree 9.0 7.8 11.6

Bachelor's degree 47.9 49.7 44.3
Master's and higher degrees 20.1 23.1 14.2

growth, thousands of openings should
result each year from the need to replace
workers who transfer to other occupa-
tions or leave the labor forcean aver-
age of around 25,000 jobs annually for
computer engineers, scientists, systems
analysts, and programmers. For most
computer professionals, the majority of
the jobs created through 2006 should be
the result of growth in the occupation.
However, in the case of computer pro-
grammers, more job openings are
expected to result from the need to
replace workers who leave the occupa-
tion or the labor force. (See chart 1.)

Where they work. The prevailing
assumption is that the majority of infor-
mation technology workers are
employed in the information technology,
or IT, industry. But no such industry
exists in the Federal Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) structure. So where
are these workers employed?

A major portion of the so-called IT
industry appears to be within the SIC-
defined industry of computer and data

processing services. This industry pro-
vides computer services on a contract or
customer basis. It includes the prepack-
aged software industry; customized com-
puter programming services; applications
and systems software design; integrated
systems design and development; data
processing, preparation, and information
retrieval services, including online data-
bases; rental, leasing, and repair of com-
puters and related equipment; and spe-
cialized consulting services.

BLS projects employment in computer
and data processing services will grow
108 percent between 1996 and 2006,
making this the fastest growing industry.
Growth of this industry is expected to
drive growth of occupations such as
computer engineers, computer scientists,
systems analysts, and programmers. For
example, almost all of the employment
growth for computer programmers is
expected to be in the computer and data
processing services industry, as is 77
percent of the growth for computer engi-
neers and 50 percent of the growth for
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systems analysts. Employment growth in
all these occupations will account for 49
percent of new jobs in the industry.

However, information technology workers
are in nearly every industry. And
demand for technology and skilled work-
ers is growing in all industries, not just in
those considered high-tech. Many com-
puter scientists, computer engineers, sys-
tems analysts and computer program-
mers work for government agencies,
insurance companies, financial institu-
tions, and universities. About 18 percent
of all database administrators, computer
support specialists, and all other comput-
er scientists, for example, work in
wholesale and retail trade.

As might be expected, 24 percent of
all systems analysts work in the comput-
er and data processing services industry.
However, another large portion is dis-
bursed among 3 different industries:
about 16 percent work in manufacturing;
about 14 percent in finance, insurance
and real estate; and another 12 percent
for the Federal government. Similarly, a



Chart 2
Percent distribution of graduates with a bachelor's degree

working in computer occupations, by field of study

Computer Computer
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Source: National Science Foundation/SRS. 1995 SESTAT Integrated Data System. The SESTAT Web site is srsstats.sbe.nsf.gov

Note: Percentages do not include graduates who hold nonscience and nonengineering bachelor's degrees earned after 1993 and who
started working in a science or engineering occupation after April 1993.
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Table 3
Percent distribution of 1992-93 bachelor's degree

recipients in computer-related fields, by occupation,
April 1994

Occupation
Baccalaureate degree major

Computer

programming

Computer and

Information science

Total 100.0 100.0
Administrative and clerical

support 10.4 12.4
Business and management 6.8 9.4
Computer science and

programming 63.8 52.2
Engineering 15.0
Mechanic, operator, and laborer 5.8 .4

Sales 11.0 1.2

Other 2.3 9.3
= Data not available

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics

large portionaround 21 percentof all
computer engineers work in the electron-
ic equipment manufacturing industry, but
about 38 percent work in the computer
and data processing services industry and
another 16 percent in engineering and
management services. And 35 percent of
all programmers work in computer and
data processing services, with another 14
percent in finance, insurance, and real
estate.

A growing number of computer scien-
tists and engineers, systems analysts, and
programmers are employed on a tempo-
rary or contract basis. These specialists
work for companies that provide skilled
professionals to clients. According to the
National Association of Computer
Consultant Businesses, temporary employ-
ment of skilled technical professionals is one
of the fastest growing trends in high-tech hir-
ing. The practice enables companies to
bring in highly skilled workers to com-
plete a particular project, rather than to
spend time or money training existing
workers.

Supply. The apparent preference for
college graduates and the tight labor
market in recent months has focused
attention on the ability of computer sci-
ence degree programs to meet current
and future demands for IT workers. One
assumption about IT workers is that the
supply of new workers is limited to
bachelor's degree recipients in computer
science each year. Many people find it
alarming that the number of these gradu-
ates declined between 1986 and 1995.
However, new graduates with a bache-
lor's degree in computer science are not
the only source of workers for computer-
related jobs. As table 2 shows, 9 percent
of all computer systems analysts and sci-
entists and computer programmers
employed in 1997 had an associate
degree, 16 percent had some formal col-
lege education but no degree, and anoth-
er 7 percent had a high school diploma
or less.

Most significantly, however, data on
college graduates indicate that persons
with degrees in a variety of majors find
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employment in a computer-related occu-
pation. National Science Foundation
(NSF) data from 1995 reveal that only 37
percent of all systems analysts with a
bachelor's degree and 47 percent of all
computer programmers obtained a
degree in computer and information sci-
ences. (See chart 2.) In fact, 28 percent
of those graduates employed as computer
systems analysts and 9 percent employed
as computer programmers received a
degree in a nonscience or nonengineer-
ing related field. Although most comput-
er hardware engineers-52 percent
indicated they held a bachelor's degree
in engineering, nearly a fourth-21 per-
centhad a degree in a nonscience or
nonengineering field. And the most com-
mon majors of graduates working as a
software engineer were engineering (35
percent) and computer science (31 per-
cent); however, 10 percent held non-
science or nonengineering bachelor's
degrees.

Furthermore, data on 1992-93 college
graduates 1 year after graduation, from
the U.S. Department of Education's
National Center for Education Statistics,
show that the majority of graduates
working in computer-related jobs in
April 1994 held degrees in areas other
than computer and information sciences,
predominantly business management and
engineering. Only about half of the grad-
uates with degrees in computer and
information science were employed in
computer-related positions in 1994. (See
table 3.)

The number of bachelor's degrees con-
ferred in computer and information sci-
ences declined 42 percent from 1986 to
1995, as shown in chart 3. Despite this
decline, employment of computer profes-
sionals in the United States has nearly
doubled since 1986. Given the employ-
ment growth and the premium compa-
nies place on a computer science educa-



Chart 3
Degrees awarded in computer and information sciences, bachelor's

level or higher, 1984-85 to 1994-95

1984-85

1985-86

1986-87

1987-88

1988-89

1989-90

1990-91

1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

1994-95

248

344

7,101

38,878

8,070

41,889

374

8,481

39,589

428

9,197

34,523

551

9,414

30,454

627

9,677

27,257

676

9,324

25,083

772

9,530

24,557

805

10,163

24,200

810

10,416

24,200

884

10,326

24,404

Doctoral

degrees

Master's Bachelor's

degrees degrees

Source: U.S. Department of Education. National Center for Education Statistics
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tion, it seems illogical that students have
been staying away from this field of
study.

Several theories have been proffered to
explain this behavior, although nothing
is conclusive. One is that many students
find computer science too challenging.
These students, drawn to computer sci-
ence's image as an exciting field, may
enter their studies with little idea of what
to expect and then realize there is more
math and less multimedia than they had
thought. Another hypothesis is that the
diminishing numbers can be attributed to
the overall performance of U.S. students
in math and science. Still another theory
cites the more rapidly declining propor-
tion of women and minorities obtaining
bachelor's degrees from 4-year computer
science programs over the 1986-95 period.

The climate of downsizing, consolida-
tion, and layoffs that prevailed a decade
ago may also have contributed to declin-
ing interest in the field. In a draft of their
Stanford Computer Industry Project
paper Strategies for Survival: The
Software Talent Shortage, Avron Barr
and Shirley Tessler write that "during the
late [19180's, downsizing of IT staff was
a common cost-cutting strategy in corpo-
rations in many industries." As a result,
they add, "during the early 1990's, cor-
porate computing did not look like a very
attractive career to young people, and
enrollments in computer science pro-
grams in the U.S. dropped."

Much attention has focused on the
number of degrees in computer and infor-
mation sciences awarded since 1986.
However, the National Center for
Education Statistics also collects separate
data on awards of degrees in computer
engineering and in business information
systems, which are usually not included in
the computer and information sciences
numbers. Computer engineering programs
may be under the engineering school and

may be closely allied with electrical and
electronics engineering degree programs. A
concentration in information systems is
usually available to students through busi-
ness schools, such as an undergraduate
management information systems major,
or graduate degrees, such as the so-called
techno-MBA.

Overall engineering degrees have exhibit-
ed trends similar to those in computer sci-
ence. The number of degrees awarded in
engineering has declined between 1986
and 1995 for similar reasons, including
the performance of students in math and
science and the climate of downsizing
during the late 1980s. In business infor-
mation systems, the number of degrees
awarded has risen, but these programs
still account for a small number of stu-
dents overall.

In contrast to declining degree awards,
enrollment in selected computer fields
has been increasing in recent years.
Survey results from the Computing
Research Association indicate that
enrollments in computer science and
engineering programs were up 39 per-
cent in 1997, an increase of about 40 per-
cent for the second straight year.

Anecdotal evidence on computer sci-
ence fields also suggests that enrollments
are rising, and some departments are
unable to keep up with demand. According to
John Werth, formerly the Associate Dean for
Information Technology at the University
of Texas at Austin, "Enrollments in com-
puter science are so large now that we
can no longer allow noncomputer sci-
ence graduates to take computer science
classes." And at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, the number of students enrolled
in the computer science program has
doubled over the past four years.

As the data have indicated, however, a
bachelor's degree in computer science is
not always necessary to work in a com-
puter-related occupation. A January
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report by the National Association of
Colleges and Employers found the
demand for computer science workers is
so strong that about 54 percent of
employersin both technical and non-
technical firmsindicated they would
accept associate degree holders to fill
technical positions that usually require a
higher degree. Other employers said they
were willing to hire "well-educated bod-
ies" they could train. As a result, many
students take computer courses as non-
computer science majors, and colleges
and universities are developing programs
to prepare students in all majors for entry
into computer-related fields.

Earnings
One key indicator of strong demand
within a field or occupation is a signifi-
cant increase in its relative wages.
Historically, workers in the computer field
have been paid higher salaries than workers
in other fields. Data from the Current
Population Survey (CPS) show that,
since the early 1980s, median weekly
earnings for computer systems analysts
and scientists and computer program-
mers have been consistently higher than
the average for all workers. (See chart 4.)
However, the same is true for all profes-
sional specialty occupations. Annual
increases in weekly earnings for comput-
er occupations have been comparable to
wage increases for all professional spe-
cialty occupations.

The rising earning potential of infor-
mation technology workers has received
considerable attention, as salary increas-
es are reported to be larger in the past
year than in previous years. A
Computerworid magazine salary survey
identified an increase of 10 percent or
more from 1996 to 1997 in 11 of 26
positions surveyed. These included
entry-level positions for systems analysts
and programmersand also for web-
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masters, which made the survey for the
first time. As you might expect, people
with skills that are in great demand com-
mand the highest salaries.

CPS data also show greater wage
increases from 1995 to 1997 than in the
past for certain computer-related occupa-
tions. This increase reflects a tightening
labor market and growing demand for
computer professionals in all industries.
Median weekly earnings for computer
programmers increased from $743 to
$840, and for computer systems analysts
and scientists from $872 to $918. For all
occupations, the
increase was
from $479 to
$503.

According to
the National As-
sociation of Col-
leges and Em-
ployers salary
report, 1998
starting salary
offers to com-
puter science
graduates in
April averaged
$40,843 annual-
lyan increase
of 9.8 percent
from offers
extended in
September 1997.
As table 4
shows, starting
salary offers for
bachelor's de-
gree graduates in
other computer-
related fields were also up.

However, the increase in starting
salaries was not limited to graduates of
computer fields. In business disciplines,
for example, offers to accounting majors
rose by about 10.8 percent from
September 1997 to an average of about
$33,425; graduates in economics and

finance received starting salary offers
averaging about $35,219, an increase of
12.4 percent over the average September
1997 offers. Noncomputer engineering
disciplines also fared better, with civil
engineering majors seeing offers of
about $35,705, an increase of 8.1 per-
cent, and mechanical engineering majors
getting offers averaging $40,750, an
increase of 6.4 percent.

As expected, starting salaries increase
with education. Starting salary offers for
master's degree candidates in computer
science averaged $52,190 in April, while

offers for com-
puter engineering
master's candi-
dates averaged
$50,650. Starting
salaries for doc-
toral degree can-
didates varied.

Along with
field of study and
education level,
earnings variation
depends on fac-
tors such as the
type and location
of the job. For
example, Corn-
puterworld maga-
zine notes that
pay in cities such
as New York and
Los Angeles is
higher than the
national average
for certain posi-
tions.

Higher starting
salary offers are not the only way firms
compete for computer professionals.
Stronger competition forces companies to
be more creative with benefits to attract
and retain talented workers. The most
significant benefits are financial ones
and include bonuses, profit sharing, or
funds for ongoing training. Other compa-

Table 4
Starting salary offers for

bachelor's degree graduates
in selected computer fields

Hardware design

April
1998

September
1997

and development $43,312 $41,081

Computer
engineering 42,436 40,093

Software design
and development 41,890 39,630

Computer
programming 39,301 35,613

Systems analysis
and design 39,257 36,597

Management
information
systems (MIS) 38,564 35,228

Source: National Association of Colleges and Employers
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nies provide perks such as relaxed work-
ing environments, flexible hours, child
and elder care, and onsite services rang-
ing from fitness centers to car washes.

Preparing for an IT Career
Most employers still place a premium on
some formal college education, and a
bachelor's degree is a prerequisite for
many jobs. In fact, the majority-68 per-
centof computer systems analysts and
scientists and computer programmers
held a bachelor's degree or higher in
1997. However, many information tech-
nology jobs may require a 2-year degree
or less. For example, employers now
commonly require bachelor's degrees for
programmers, although some program-
mers qualify for jobs with 2-year degrees
or certificates. A Ph.D., or at least a mas-
ter's degree, in computer science or engi-
neering is usually required for computer
scientist jobs in research laboratories or
academic institutions.

The level of education and type of
training employers require depend on
employers' needs. One factor affecting
these needs is changes in technology. As
demonstrated by the current demand for
workers with skills related to the Internet
or World Wide Web, employers often
scramble to find workers capable of
implementing "hot" new technologies.
Another factor driving employers' needs
is the time frame in which a project must
be completed.

There are many ways workers enter
computer-related occupations. Obviously,
someone staffing a help-desk needs skills
and training that differ from those of a
computer engineer designing chips or a
webmaster responsible for creating and
maintaining a Web page. The following
is an overview of some education and
training options available.

Bachelor's or higher degree.
Computer hardware engineers usually
need a bachelor's degree in computer
engineering or electrical engineering,



whereas software engineers more likely
hold a degree in computer science. For
systems analyst or database administra-
tor positions, many employers seek
applicants who have a bachelor's degree
in computer science, information sci-
ence, or computer information systems.
In addition to the 24,404 bachelor's
degrees awarded in computer and infor-
mation science in 1994-95, 2,345
degrees were awarded in computer engi-
neering and 6,166 in business information
systems, according to the National Center
for Education Statistics.

Computer engineering programs empha-
size hardware and may be offered as a
degree option or in conjunction with
electrical and electronics engineering. As
a result, graduates of a computer engi-
neering program from a school or col-
lege of engineering often find jobs
designing and developing computer
hardware or related equipment, even
though they also have the skills required
for developing systems or software.
Computer engineers usually possess
strong programming skills, but they do
more program analysis and problemsolv-
ing than code writing.

For computer science, however, there
is more variation in where the depart-
ment falls within an institution. Some
may be part of a school or college of lib-
eral arts while others may be within col-
leges of natural or applied sciences. The
computer science department might also
be affiliated with schools, colleges, or
departments of engineering rather than
with those of arts and sciences. Unless
the program is part of the engineering
department, the focus is on software, and
graduates may work in areas of software
engineering.

Management information systems pro-
grams are usually part of the business
school or college. These programs differ
considerably from computer science pro-

grams, emphasizing business and man-
agement oriented coursework and busi-
ness computing courses. The objective of
these programs is to develop hardware
and software capabilities for solving fun-
damental business problems. Graduates
of these programs may work as business
systems analysts or programmer/analysts
or in areas such as end-user support.

Two-year or associate degrees. Most
community colleges and many independ-
ent technical institutes offer an associate
degree in computer science or a related
technology field. Some IT jobs may be
better suited to the technical training
these programs offer. "The information
systems field is becoming very skills-
based," says Jennifer Koss, a self-
employed computer consultant. "You see
a lot more people today without a typical
4-year degree." According to data from the
National Center for Education Statistics, there
were about 10,000 associate degrees awarded
in computer science in 1994-95 and anoth-
er 7,000 in business information and data
processing services.

The role and objectives of a communi-
ty college differ from those of most 4-
year institutions. "Since most funding comes
from local sources, community colleges have
to be very community aware," says Margaret
Rivera, Services Director for the
American Association of Community
Colleges. Both credit and noncredit courses
and programs are often geared toward
developing skills needed by local busi-
nesses.

Other institutions, such as technical or
proprietary schools and private training
institutes or organizations, may also pro-
vide credit for coursework and grant
associate degrees. Like community col-
leges, their programs may be more
geared toward meeting the needs of local
businesses and may be more occupation
specific than those designed for a 4-year
degree.

Other awards, diplomas, and certifi-
cates. In addition to the bachelor's and
associate degrees awarded in 1994-95,
nearly 30,000 nondegree awards were
bestowed in computer and information
sciences, according to data from the
National Center for Education Statistics.
That number includes almost 19,000
awards from programs lasting 1 year or
less and another 11,000 from programs
of 1 to 4 years. About 12,000 more were
granted in business information and data
processing services.

Many of the specialized diploma or
certificate programs are designed to sup-
plement or upgrade skills. These types of
programs are for individuals who have
no prior experience, hold an associate or
bachelor's degree, or need technical
skills for changing careers. The award is
a sign of proficiency in a particular tech-
nology.

Technological advances come so
rapidly in the computer field that contin-
ual study is necessary to keep skills up to
date. "Most of what we work with today
didn't exist when we were in college, so
you must learn as you go," says Koss.
The burden to keep skills updated falls
on the worker.

Individuals interested in changing
careers or developing a particular skill
or area of expertise often return to a 2-
year community college, technical
school, or private training organization
for additional training or re-training.
Continuing education is usually offered
by employers, hardware and software
vendors, colleges and universities, and
private training institutions. Additional
training may come from professional
development seminars offered by pro-
fessional computing societies. But
training can be expensive. Therefore,
those seeking to upgrade or update
skills should always research their
training options carefully.
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Background/experience. Companies
often seek individuals who have a back-
ground in the firm's industry or are
familiar with its business. Many people
develop advanced computer skills in one
occupation and then transfer those skills
into a computer occupation. For exam-
ple, a financial analyst proficient in com-
puters might become a systems analyst
while a computer programmer might
move into a systems analyst job.

Workers who shift into new or differ-
ent computer careers usually haveor
gettraining in a high-tech field. Cindy
Brault was a computer science major
who switched to accounting her sopho-
more year in college. She changed
majors because, she says, computer sci-
ence entailed "too much by-yourself kind
of work." After working as an accoun-
tant for 4 years, Brault decided to do

something different. Her background
provided accounting information systems
knowledge, enabling her to work as a
consultant before landing her current job
as a product analyst for a large company.
Brault calls her previous occupation an
asset. "Having experience with the types
of software you are developing enables
you to know what the users are thinking
and what they prefer."

The Bottom Line
Opportunities abound in the field of
information technology. The job market
for computer-related occupations is
booming, and demand for computer pro-
fessionals is projected to remain strong
through the year 2006. A degree in com-
puter science or a related technical field
is perhaps the easiest ticket into the field.
But the data also show that individuals
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with the right experience and training
can work in a computer-related occupa-
tion regardless of their formal education.

For More Information
This article is one of many sources for
learning about careers in information
technology. A related article by Gary
Steinberg, "Jobs Associated With the
Internet," is in the summer 1997 00Q.

Visit your local library for books, peri-
odicals, Internet, and other references on
computers and computer-related occupa-
tions. Research employment opportuni-
ties by checking out traditional sources
of job vacancies, such as the newspaper
classified ads, or browsing Internet job
and resume sites. In addition to listing
job vacancies and soliciting resumes on
their Web sites, many potential employ-
ers provide background information
about the company.

The library or your school counseling
office should have a copy of the BLS
Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1998-
99 Edition. It describes the duties, work-
ing conditions, training, job outlook,
earnings, and more for about 250 occu-
pations. The Handbook is accessible
online at www.bls.gov /ocohome.htm
Or, you may buy it from the
Superintendent of Documents; see the
order card at the back of this issue.

The following organizations also have
information on computing careers, edu-
cation and training, and professional
development:
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
www.acm.org

Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE)

1828 L St. NW., Suite 1202
Washington, DC 20036
www.ieee.org COO
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